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1 September 2004
The Classical Linear Regression Model

A. A brief review of some basic concepts associated with vector random variables 

1 2 nLet y denote an n x l vector of random variables, i.e., y = (y , y , . . ., y )'. 

1. The expected value of y is defined by

This is sometimes denoted by the vector :, so that : = E(y).
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2. The variance of the vector y can be defined as follows:
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3. The n x l vector of random variables, y, is said to be distributed as a multivariate normal with mean
vector : and variance covariance matrix 3 (denoted y - N(:,3)) if the density of y is given by 

1 1Consider the special case where n = 1:  y = y , : = : , 3 = F .  2

is just the normal density for a single random variable.
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B. The Linear Regression Model 

1. structure

Consider the model defined by

tlIf we want to include an intercept, define x  = 1 for all t and obtain 

2. intuition for the model

t1a. graphical analysis  –  Consider a linear model of the relationship between y and x where x  = 1

2tand the only other variable is x .  Assume that there are n observations on each variable and that

tg  is not a constant but a random error that varies with t.  We then have 

1 1 n nThe n observations (y , x ), . . ., (y , x ) are graphically depicted as

While a straight line obviously does not go through all the points, one could eyeball an upward
sloping line that would seem to catch the gist of the relationship.

b. population regression line

The linear model postulates that the points y depend on x in a linear fashion, but that actual
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observations will deviate from this linear relationship to random disturbances (errors).  Thus the
population regression line might fit through the scatter of points as follows. 

1 2The true population regression line is unknown because $  and $  are unknown parameters. 
The observations don't lie on the population line because of the random error term.  If g were a

1nonzero constant, it would be like shifting the intercept ($ ) of the line.  It is usually assumed
that the error terms have an expected value of zero or

so that the "average" value of y corresponding to any given x lies on the population regression
line.

c. sample regression line

1 2A variety of techniques can be used to estimate the unknown parameters ($ , $ ) and thus
estimate the unknown population regression line.  The most common technique for a linear
model such as this is “ordinary” least squares.  The estimated regression line is referred to as the
sample regression line.  It is given by

twhere e  is now an estimated disturbance or error term.  The estimated error is also sometimes

t tdenoted . The residual e  is the vertical distance from the y  to the sample regression line.  The
sample regression line is not synonymous with the population regression line due to differences

t tin $ and .  The residual e  is also different from g  and they may have different properties.  In
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the same way that  are estimators of the $'s, the sample regression line is an estimator
of the population regression line.

3. assumptions for the model

A number of assumptions can be made concerning the model.  Different assumptions lead to
different sampling properties for the random variables and for estimated parameters.  The standard
assumptions are usually some form of the following.

t 1 2 t2 3 t3 ta. y  = $  + $  x  + $ x  + ... + g  � t (linear model) (1)

t t1 t2 tkb. E(g  � x , x , ...x ) = 0 � t (zero mean) (2)

t t1 tkc. Var(g  � x ,...,x ) = F  �t (homoskedasticity) (3)2

t sd. E(g  g ) = 0  t � s (no autocorrelation) (4)

tie. x  is a known constant (x's nonstochastic) (5a)

iNo x  is a linear combination of the other x's (5b)

tf. g  - N(0,F ) (normality) (6)2

Rewriting 6 for each t (t = 1, 2, . . ., n) we obtain
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The system of equations (10) is equivalent to the matrix representation

where the matrices y and X are defined as follows:

The columns contain the n observations on individual variables, while the rows may represent
observations for all variables at a given point in time.  The parameter vector and the error are
represented as

We can also write the model as
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twhere x N is the tth row of the matrix X.

Assumptions 2-4 and 6 can be written much more compactly as 

Thus the model can be summarized in terms of five assumptions as

Assumption V as written implies II and III.  

C. Discussion of the assumptions of the model 

1. linearity

The functional form is linear. This means that y is a linear function of x and g, and depends on no
other variables.  

2. zero mean

This simply implies that on the average each point y is on the regression line as in equation 8.  
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If the expected value were not zero, the intercept would simply adjust to account for this fact since

1 t$  and g  can be combined.

3. covariance matrix which is an identity matrix multiplied by a scalar

Assumption III implies that the covariance matrix of the error vector is a constant F  multiplied by2

the identity matrix.  In general this covariance may be any positive definite matrix.  Different
assumptions about this matrix will lead to different properties of various estimators.  This
assumption is best discussed in two parts, homoskedasticity (constant on the diagonal) and no
autocorrelation (all off-diagonal elements are zero).

a. homoskedasticity

Heteroskedasticity (as compared to homoskedasticity) is the case where the diagonal terms of

tthe covariance matrix are not all equal, i.e. Var (g ) � F  for all t.  This can be shown in two2

dimensions as follows where there is more variability with higher levels of x in this particular
case.
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With heteroskedasticity alone the covariance matrix G is given by

This model will have k + n parameters and cannot be estimated using n observations unless
some assumptions (restrictions) about the parameters are made.

b. autocorrelation

Autocorrelation is the case where the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are not

t szero, i.e. Cov (g , g ) � 0 for t � s.  If there is no autocorrelation, the errors are independently
drawn so that the realization in one period (or experiment) does not depend on the realization in
other periods.  With no autocorrelation, the errors have no discernible pattern.
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In the case above, positive levels of , tend to be associated with positive levels and so on.  With
autocorrelation alone G is given by

This model will have k + 1 + (n(n-1)/2) parameters and cannot be estimated using n
observations unless some assumptions (restrictions) about the parameters are made.

4. non-stochastic x, or x uncorrelated with g

The idea is that the realization of the error term is not dependent on the value of the x variable.  If
the x's are controlled as in an experiment, this is not a problem.  It is also not a problem if x naturally
occurs independently of the error term.  For economic data, this is often a problem as the value of
an x may be correlated with the error in the underlying model.  For example, an individual firm may
have access to information not available to the economic modeler and take this into account when
making economic decisions.  If differences in responses y, to a given x, differ in a cross section of
firms because of this unknown information, the error postulated by the modeler that occurs for any
firm may be correlated with this unknown information and also with the decision variable x of the
firm.

f. normality of the error terms
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The other assumptions already guarantee that the error term has zero mean and a constant
variance F .  This assumption is necessary in order to perform statistical tests concerning the2

estimated parameters using the normal distribution and related tests involving P , t and F2

distributions.  

D. Estimation of the linear model using ordinary least squares

1. The least squares estimator  

The basic model can be written as

where   is an nx1 vector of predicted values for the dependent variable.
The sum of squared errors is defined by

The least squares estimator is defined as the  which minimizes .  A necessary condition for

to be a minimum is that

This gives the normal equations which can then be solved to obtain the least squares estimator

For this solution to minimize the sums of squares
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must be a positive definite matrix.  To see that this is true let q = cNXNXc for some arbitrary nonzero
vector c.  Now let v = Xc be a linear combination of the columns of X.  Now write q as follows

Unless every element of v is zero, q will be strictly positive.  But if an element of v could be zero,
then v would be a linear combination of the columns of X that equals zero, which contradicts the
assumption that X is of full rank.  Because c is arbitrary, q is positive for every non-zero c, which
establishes that XNX is positive definite.

2. Algebraic aspects of the least squares solution

Rewrite the normal equations as follows

k kFor every column of x  of X, this implies x Ne = 0.  If the first column of X is a column of 1s, then
the following implications hold.

a. The least squares residuals sum to zero.  This follows from .

b. The regression hyperplane passes through the means of the data.  The first normal equation

implies 

c. The mean of the fitted/predicted values from the regressions equals mean of the actual values. 

This follows from a because and the first normal equation implies that the sum of the
y’s is equal to the sum of the .
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E. The fundamental matrices of regression analysis

1. M - the residual matrix

The residuals from the least squares regression can be expressed as

XThe matrix M  is symmetric and idempotent. When the context is obvious, we will often drop the
subscript X on M.  To show that it is symmetric find its transpose.

To show that it is idempotent, multiply it by itself.

Furthermore MX = 0 as can be seen by multiplying

We also can express the sum of squares in terms of M and also y
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We can similarly express the sum of squares in terms of the population residuals , as follows

2. P - the projection matrix

Consider a representation of the predicted value of y

Again when the context is obvious, we will drop the subscript X on P.  P is symmetric and
idempotent.  When the vector y is premultiplied by P, the result is the predicted valued of y from a
regression of y on X.  Additionally

These equations imply that the projection of X onto itself is just X.  The second expression implies
that M and P are orthogonal.  

n3. A  – The deviation transformation matrix

nConsider the matrix A  below which transforms a vector or matrix to deviations from the mean.
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When n is obvious it will be dropped and we will write just A.  As an example consider the
following.

Notice that A is symmetric (obvious) and idempotent.
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Given that A is symmetric and idempotent, the following sum of squares can be written in matrix
form using a quadratic form in A.

Further note that the matrix A nullifies the first column of the X matrix if it is a column of ones.

1Similarly if we premultiply A by x N.

2 2 2So if we write the regression model partitioning X as [1 X  ] where X  is the matrix with columns x ,

3x  ... we obtain
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This implies that we can write the model in deviation form where each variable is written as a

2deviation from its mean.  The vector $  will contain all the “slope” coefficients from the original
model.

 
4. Partitioning y

We can partition the vector y into two orthogonal parts, the predicted value  and the error vector e. 
To do this write y as follows and then substitute for  and e.

To see orthogonality, write eN as yNM and then premultiply Py by this.  This will be zero because MP
= 0.

5. Partitioning the sum of squares of y

Write out yNy as follows

6. Partitioning the sum of squares of e

Write out eNe as follows

where XNe = 0 from equation 25.

F. Partitioned regression

1. General case

1 2Suppose a regression involves two sets of variables X  and X .  We can then write y as follows
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1 1 2 2 1The matrix X  has n rows and k  columns, the matrix X  has n rows and k  = k - k  columns. 

1 1Similarly $  has k  elements and so on.  The normal equations are as follows

They imply two sets of equations, one the  as the right hand side, the other with  as the

right hand side.  We can solve the first system for as a function of X, y and .  Doing so we

obtain,

1 2This can be interpreted as the regression of y on X  minus a correction vector.  Notice that if X  is

1orthogonal to X , there is no correction necessary.  

Once we have  as a function of X, y and , we can solve the second system of equations for . 

To begin write out the system substituting for  and then solve

1The matrix M  is a residual maker matrix like M in the standard model.  In this case it gives the

1 1residual from a regression on the columns of X .  M y is the vector of the residuals from the

1 1 2regression of y on X , M X  is the vector of residuals in the regression of the corresponding column

2 1 1of X  on X .  Given that M  is symmetric and idempotent we can rewrite equation 47 as
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where 

1Notice that because M  is idempotent,  we get the same result whether we regress y or y* on . 

This result is know as the Frisch-Waugh Theorem and is as follows.

1 2Theorem 1: In the linear least squares regression of the vector y on two sets of variables X  and X ,

1the subvector  is the set of coefficients obtained when the residuals from a regression of y on X

2 1alone are regressed on the set of residuals obtained when each column of X  is regressed on X .

1This process is commonly called partialing out or netting our the effect of X .  As an application

1consider the case in which X  is i, a column of ones in the first column of X.  The solution for in

this case will then be the slopes in a regression with a constant term.  The coefficient in a regression
of any variable z on i is given by [iNi] iNz = .  The fitted values are  and the residuals are . -1

This then implies that the slopes in a multiple regression that contains a constant term are obtained
by transforming the data to deviations from their means, and then regressing the variable y in
deviation form on the explanatory variables, also in deviation form.

2. Addition of a single variable to a multiple regression

Consider the two alternative models

The second model postulates that the variable z should be added to the model.  We refer to the first
model as the short model and the second model as the long model.  We can also write the long
model as
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Consider computing c in the long model from an auxiliary regression of y and z on X.  Using
equations 48 and 49, define the following variables

y* is the vector of residuals from the regression of y on X, while z* is the vector of residuals of z on
Z.  Now compute c from a regression of y* on z*, i.e.

In effect to obtain c in the long regression, we regress the residuals from the short regression on the
residuals from the regression of z on X.  

3. Relation of the long and short regression models

a. statement of long model

1 2Regress y on [X  X ].  The following expressions all hold.

b. statement of short model

1Regress y on X .  The following expressions all hold.

c. auxiliary regressions
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2 1 2Regress each column of X  on X .  There will be k  of these regressions.

j 1 j is the residual left after regressing x  on X .  In some sense it is the part of x  that is purged of

1 1X  (i.e., cannot be explained by X ).  We can write this system of regressions in matrix form as
follows

2The matrix F is a matrix of coefficients from regressing the columns of X  on the columns of

1 2X .  We can also put the residual vectors  in an n by k  matrix as follows

Now calculate using equation 55 and substituting for y from equation 54

The last step follows because  from equation 55.  Equation 59 says that the

1coefficients on X  in the short regression are a mixture of the coefficients in the long regression

1 2 2 1on X  and X  in the long regression with regression coefficients of the regression of X  on X
serving as  weights in that mixture.  We can also find a relationship between the residuals in the
short and long regressions.  
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The last step follows because  from equation 55.  Equation 60 says that the residuals

from the short regression equal the residuals from the long regression plus a mixture of the

elements of , with the elements of serving as weights in that mixture.  We can calculate

the sum of squared errors from the short regression using equation 60 and simplifying.

Equation 61 says that sum of squared residuals from the short regression exceeds the sum of

squared residuals from the long regression by the non-negative quantity vNv where . 

So shortening a regression cannot improve the fit.  The two sums of squared residuals are equal

2iff and only if v = 0, that is iff equal , that is (because rank = k ) iff  = 0.  If

1 2 = 0, then .  If , then F = C X  = 0 and

.  If F = 0, then from 59, .  But in this case, e* � e.

d. example of trend removal

A popular specification for economic time series takes the form  where t

1 2 3 kindexes the observations, x  = 1, x  = t, and x ,...,x  are conventional explanatory variables.  Here

2x  allows for a linear trend in the expected value of the dependent variable.  The question arises:
should the trend term be included in the regression, or should the variables first be “detrended”
and then used without the trend terms included?  In the first volume of Econometrica, Frisch and

1Waugh (1933) concluded that it does not matter.  The residual regression results apply.  Let X  =

1 2 2 3 k(x , x ) and X  = (x ,...,x ).  The coefficients on the latter set will be the same whether we include

1 2 2X  in the regression along with X , or alternatively first detrend X  (by calculating the residuals

2 1 from the regression of X  on X ) and then use only those detrended explanatory variables.
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G. Goodness of Fit

1. introduction and intuition

The least squares estimator is constructed so that the values of  chosen minimize the sum of

squares of the elements of the residual vector e.  These estimates also choose  in a way to minimize
the distance from y to the column space of the matrix X, i.e.,  is the projection of y on the column

space of X.  In this sense,  is a “best” estimate.  But the computation of  says nothing about how
good of an estimate it is. Consider the diagram below.

In the left panel the line is close of the points, and most of them are quite close to the line in a visual
sense.  In the right hand panel the line seems to minimize the sum of squared distances, but a large
number of the points distant are from the line.  But this sample regression line (which is conditioned
on x) seems to fit the data better than   as a predictor of the expected value of y.
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One way to think about the value of using X as a predictor of y is to consider whether the deviation

of any given y from the mean of the y’s is more largely accounted for by deviations of the associated
x from its mean than by the residual.  The following diagram when there is only one x variable is
useful.

1tIf the regression has a constant term (x  = 1), then the mean of the predicted values of y will be the
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same as the mean of y, and the regression line will pass through the mean of y and x.  Writing out
the regression for the tth observation and subtracting  from both sides we obtain the following.

tAt issue is how much of the difference between y  and  is explained by  as compared to

te .  Equation 62 gives us some idea of the relative magnitudes of this difference for an individual
observation.  We seek an overall measure of impact.  Given that the sum of either side of equation
62 is zero, an alternative metric is to consider the sums of squares of the various parts of the
decomposition.  To start with this process multiply both sides of equation 19 by the idempotent
matrix A which transforms observations into deviations from sample means.

The vector e already has a mean of zero so Ae = eNAN = eNA = e.   Also .  The
normal equations imply that XNe = 0.  Using this information multiply equation 63 by yN and
simplify.

Note the similarity of this equation to equation 43 which reflects sums of squares rather than sums
of squared deviations.  We refer to the sum of squares of the deviations from the mean of y as SST
or sum of squares total.  We refer to the sum of squares of the error vector as SSE or sum of
squared errors.  We then refer to the sum of squares of the deviations of the predicted value of y
from their mean as SSR or sum of squares due to regression.  Specifically
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XFrom equation 31, SSE = eNe = yNM y and from equation 37, SST = yNAy.  We can then rewrite 65
in the following useful form

Now consider the following measure of goodness of fit of the regression model

R  will lie between 0 and 1.  It measures the proportion of the total variation in y that is accounted2

for by variation in the regressors. It equals zero if the regression is a horizontal line.  If R  = 1, then2

the values of y and x all lie on the same hyperplane.  

To see the impact of adding regressors to a model, consider writing R  using the information in2

equation 61 as follows.

1Now determine R  for the regression on y on X  using equation 55 (which we repeat here for2
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convenience) and then manipulating it like we did in equation 64.

Multiply both sides of 69 by yNA as follows

Now divide both sides of equation 70 by yNAy to obtain

1where is the coefficient of determination for the regression of y on X .  We can then write

equation 68 as
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So R  will go up as we add variables to the model.  If is zero, then R  will not rise.   2 2

2. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

We have just decomposed the total sum of squares (SST) into two components:  

sum of squared errors (SSE)
sum of squares explained by regression (SSR).

This decomposition is commonly summarized in the form of an analysis of variance (ANOVA)
table, where MSE adjusts sum of squares for degrees of freedom.  

Source of Variation SS d.f MSE

Model
Error

SSR
SSE

k - 1
n - k

SSR/(k - 1)
SSE/(n - k)

Total SST n - 1

k = number of coefficients in model

3. Problems with R  and an alternative, adjusted R2 2

a. adjusted R2

R  is the fraction of total sum of squares "explained" by the model.  Note that increasing the2

number of independent variables in the model will not change SST (which only depend on y),
but from equation 61 will generally decrease SSE; hence, increase R .  This is true even if the2

additional variables are not statistically significant in explaining y.  This is clear from equatoin 72. 

This has provided the motivation for considering the adjusted R ,  instead of the R .2 2

where k = the number of x variables and $'s (coefficients) in the model.  This expression
penalizes regressions with more explanatory variables.

b. Problems with R  is there is not a constant(intercept) term in the model2

A second difficulty with R  concerns the constant term in the model.  The proof that 0 # R  #12 2

(in equation 64) requires X to contain a column of 1s.  If not, then Ae � e and eNAX � 0, and
therefore the terms  are not equal to zero, and eNAe is not equal to eNe.  
Consequently, when we compute
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the result is unpredictable.  It will never be higher and can be far lower than the same figure
computed for the regression with a constant term included.

H. The Geometry of Least Squares

1. Introduction and idea

1 2The essential elements of a linear regression are a regressand y and a matrix of regressors X = [x , x ,

k. . . x  ].  The regressand y is n×1 and the matrix X is n × k.  The regressand y and each of the

1 2 kregressors x , x , . . . x  can be thought of as a point in n-dimensional Euclidean space R .  If the kn

regressors are linearly independent, they span a k dimensional subspace of R .  This space can ben

denoted S(X), the column space of the matrix X.  This subspace consists of all points z in R  thatn

can be written as linear combinations of the columns of X, i.e., all points z in R  such that z = X(n

for some k vector (.  The dimension of S(X) will be equal to the rank of X.  We can write this in
summation notation as

1where x  is the first column of X and so on.  As long as the columns of X are linearly independent

1 2this representation of the point z will be unique.  As a matter of notation we write S(x , x ) for the

1 2subspace of R   that is jointly spanned by the vectors x  and x .  Similarly, S(X, U) is the subspacen

spanned by columns of the matrices X and U.  

If the matrix X is transformed by any rank preserving linear transformation, the subspace spanned
by this transformation is the same as the subspace spanned by X itself.  For example, we can post-
multiply the matrix X by a non-singular matrix D without changing the subspace spanned by it.  If X
= X( and X  = XA then*

The orthogonal complement of S(X) in R  , which is denoted S (X), is denoted set all points u in R ,n z n

such that, for any z , S(X), wNz = 0.  Every point in  S (X) is orthogonal to every point in S(X).  Thez

dimension of S (X) is n-k.  Consider the diagram below where n =2 and k = 1.  The arrow ends atz

the point X.  All points along the line through X belong to S(X).  All points which are perpendicular
to the line through the origin intersecting the line through X are elements of S (X).z
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Notice that S(X) and  S (X) would be the same if X were any point along the straight line through Xz

except for the origin.  This illustrates that S(X) is invariant to any nonsingular transformation.  

2. Least squares

As we have seen, any point in S(X) can be represented by a vector of the form X$ for some k-vector
$.  If one wants to find the point in S(X) that is closest to any given vector y, the problem is that of
minimizing, with respect to the choice of $, the distance between y and X$.  Minimizing this
distance is equivalent to minimizing the square of this distance.  Thus, solving the problem

where ||x|| denotes Euclidean distance will find the point in S(X) that is closest to y.  This squared
distance can be written equivalently as

t twhere y  and x N represent the tth element of y and the tth row of respectively.  This distance is the

sum of square residuals of the linear regression of y on X.  Consider the diagram below where  is

an element of S(X) and is the closest element of S(X) to y.  The distance from y to  is the

residual in the regression.  In the diagram it is the line translated so that its origin is at

 instead of at zero.  The right angle formed by  and S(X) is the key geometric feature of

least squares.  At any other point in S(X), does not form a right with S(X), and, as a
consequence, is further from y.  
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 is a scalar in this example.  The derivative of (78) with respect to $N is given by

These normal equations say that the vector must be orthogonal to all the columns of X..
Given that the columns of X are linearly independent, XNX is of full rank and can be inverted.  We

therefore obtain  as

Even if XNX is not of full rank, the fitted values are uniquely defined, because is the point in

S(X) that is closest to y.  But if when XNX is not of full rank, will not unique.

If we substitute for  in we obtain

XAs discussed previously, P  is the n × n matrix that projects the vector y orthogonally onto S(X).  In
the diagram below, Py is the vector from the origin to the point in S(X) closest to y.
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XAssociated with any linear subspace such as S(X), is a matrix P  that projects points onto that

Xsubspace.  When the interpretation is obvious we write P for P .  Also associated with the subspace

XS(X) is a matrix M  which projects any point in R  onto the orthogonal complement S (X).  Thisn z

matrix is given by

X XWe say that S(X) is the range of P  and S (X) is the range of M .  Note thatz

 

 If we multiply both sides of (83) by z we obtain

This implies that any point z , R  can be written as the sum of its projection onto S(X) and itsn

projection onto S (X).  Any set of vectors that form a basis for S(X) along with vectors forming az

basis for S (X) together form a basis for R .  So writing z as a linear combination of its projectionz n

and the error vector associated with the that projection is just writing z as a function of a particular

X Xbasis, forming two sub sums before determining z itself.  The fact that P  and M  are idempotent is
now made obvious by their geometric interpretation.  The projection of a vector that is already in
S(X) or S (X) is obviously just itself.  Similarly we can obtain a geometric interpretation of equationz

33, which we repeat here

X XEquation 85 must hold because P  projects onto S(X) and M  projects onto S (X).  The only pointz
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Xthat belongs to both S(X) and  S (X) is the origin or zero vector.  We sometimes call M  thez

X Xannihilation matrix because it annihilates not only P  but all point in S(X).  Similarly, P  annihilates

Xnot must M  but all points in S (X).  Also notice that if we transform the matrix X with a non-z

Xsingular matrix D that P  does not change.

XBecause the transformation does not change S(X), it does not change P .  This implies that is any
regression we can multiply any or all of the regressors by a non-zero constant without changing the
predicted (fitted) values or the ordinary least squares (OLS) residuals.  If the regressors include a
constant term, then we can add any constant amount to any or all of the regressors without affecting
the fitted values or the OLS residuals.  
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3. Example problem

Consider the following problem in which n = 2 and k = 1.  The y vector is [2, 4]N and the single
column of X is [6, 2]N.  The goal is to project y onto the line through the origin and (6,2).  We first
define some of the useful quantities for this problem.

Now consider the least squares estimate of $

So our least squares fitted value of y is given by

We can also compute  using the projection matrix P, i.e.,  as can be easily verified my

multiplication.  The vector of residuals is given by
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In the diagram below we can see that the subspace spanned by the matrix X is the line through the
origin and (6, 2).  This line is S(X), the column space of X.  The point y is not in this space (not on
the line).  The fitted value of y is (3,1).  This is the point in S(X) that is closest to y.  Notice that the
line between (3,1) and (2,4) is perpendicular to the line that represents S(X).  Also notice that the
vector of residuals represents how far we must move horizontally and vertically to get from to y. 
We move negative one units horizontally and then 3 units vertically to get from  to y.  This is
represented by the vector (-1, 3), which is an element of S (X).  The distance from the origin to (-1,3)z

is the same as the distance from  to y.

To see this compute the length of the vector from the origin to (-1, 3), and compare it to the
distance from to y .
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X xNow consider P y and M y for this problem.

X XThe matrix P  projects y onto S(X) and the matrix M  projects y onto S (X).  Consider a differentz

X Xvector in R , say yN = [4, 3].  P  and M  will project it into the same subspaces.2

X XThe matrix P  clearly projects y onto S(X) while matrix M  projects y onto S (X).z
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Consider a third vector in R , say yN = [5, 5].2

X XThe matrix P  clearly projects y onto S(X) while matrix M  projects y onto S (X), in fact on the samez

point as in the original example.   
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Ignore this page

Now define a new variable w = Cy as follows

Note that CC' is the identity matrix

Now rewrite SST as
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